
Our innovative and growing company is looking for an advanced analyst. If you are
looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications
below.

Responsibilities for advanced analyst

Provide routine reporting on evaluation and trends of specific chemicals in
Fast Expanding Market, by gathering market intelligence and by doing
market studies on specific materials on request of the other regional
purchasing teams or business
Identify sourcing opportunities in fast expanding market to reduce the supply
risk in various resources and cost effective
Identify supplier cost reduction opportunities and lead cost reduction efforts,
maintain focus on Trade Payables initiative
Collaborate with management in developing technical & functional directions,
setting objectives on solution to mitigate any operational or financial
reporting risk
Identify key functional resources required for implementation of the
enterprise plan and define path to meet aggressive timeline
Lead and develop analytics to support implementation include cutover
reconciliation, process mapping, and documentation
Manage the local leads while leading the functional design, development and
maintenance of SAP application modules (FI, CO) for business processes
within established standards & documentation guidelines
Prepare user requirement documentation including current and proposed
processes, functional specs, business/system interfaces and data flows
between ERP systems and BI tools
Lead and develop standard finance process methodology within SAP
structure using standard functionality
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reporting systems and define a roadmap to drive system resolution

Qualifications for advanced analyst

Experience with structured development methodology, preferably Agile
Assist in managing the requirements for assessment reports and interfaces
with the services providers to enrich hunting efforts
Must possess excellent oral and written communication skills and critical
thinking
Have 5+ years of malware analysis, reverse engineering, incident response, or
other similar work experience
Be able to recommend changes to Splunk policies, filters and rules to
improve event analysis along with creating content within Splunk to find
related attributes
Familiar with various core Windows subjects, including process management
experience should include analysis of network traffic and protocols


